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What are Trolli?

Trolli are one of America s̓ most popular gummy worm brands! The sour and

colorful gummy worms have been gracing the shelves of stores for decades, but

have become a powerhouse in recent years due to consumer taste and the meme

heavy nature of their product.
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The brand owes a large part of their mass market popularity to their odd and

memorable ad campaigns. The must-see commercials have made them a

powerhouse name kids and adults alike think of when looking for a snack!

Trolli isnʼt just gummy worms either. In recent years, theyʼve expanded their

product lines extensively. Of course, theyʼve leaned on their odd and sometimes

spooky nature to develop the other products!

You can find Trolli candy across most retailers and grocery stores. You can also buy

them online through their own website or sites like Amazon.

Finally, you can get some for free just for playing fun games on your phone with

Playbite!

📲 Get free Trolli for playing fun games
Join Playbite for free!
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What are the types of candy?

There are many candy types out there, and they keep releasing more and more!

Not only are there many flavors of the gummy worm type, but there s̓ many types

out there that arenʼt gummy worms at all!

What they all share is the sour and sweet goodness that has become synonymous

with Trolli brand!

What are the gummy worm flavors?

The gummy worm product line is known as crawlers. Theyʼre the original shape,

and when people think of the product it is usally in its gummy worm form.

The flavors include:

Sour Brite Crawlers

Sour Bursting Crawlers

Sour Bite Crawlers Very Berry

Sour Bite Crawlers Fruit Punch

Sour Bite Crawlers Watermelon

Sour Bite Mystery Night Crawlers

Squiggles

What are the flavors with other shapes?

Trolli is now sold in various shapes and sizes, and some of them come in and out of

circulation depending on the season. These include:

Sour Brite Eggs



Planet Gummi

Pop Eye

Sour Gummi Creations Martian Mix

Sour Brite Octopus

Sour Bite All Star Mix

Sour Bite Llamas

Sour Watermelon Sharks

Strawberry Puffs

Peachie O s̓

Sour Bite Twisted Crawlers

Classic Bears

Big Bold Bears

Sour Brite Bears

Trolli Eggs

Trolli eggs were a massively popular addition to the company s̓ product line.

Instead of long gummy worms, the eggs were shaped as just that – eggs!

Trolli eggs are not as common as some of the other types, but you can still find

them in stock sometimes at Amazon and Walmart.

You can also get Trolli eggs for free by just playing games on your phone with

Playbite!

📲 Get free Trolli for playing fun games
Join Playbite for free!
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Trolli Planet Gummi

Trolli has gone even further with their experiments, launching crazy ideas like the

Planet Gummi.

Planet Gummi are big round squishy candy with a design resembling planet Earth.

They are incredibly popular on social media for their odd looking shape and squishy

goodness!

They have also become a great source of video content for ASMR influencers.

Planet Gummi are also hard to find, and are most people buy them online in

retailers like Amazon and Walmart, and are restocked as often as possible on

Playbite.

Trolli Pop Eye – The Eyeball

Following the round squishy trend, Trolli developed candy in the shape of realistic

eyeballs called Pop Eye!

The Pop Eye look incredibly realistic, and are filled with colorful juice inside. Upon

biting hard into the candy, juice starts to ooze out. Fans of the candy find this

delicious, but the broader internet has also found it visually mesmerizing.

The eyeball product has become very popular online, and all kinds of ASMR

influencers and others order them constantly to make fun content out of them.

The Pop Eye, more commonly known as the Trolli eyeball, are also very hard to find

and buy. Most commonly, theyʼll show up for you to buy in bulk in retailers like

Amazon or Walmart.

You can also get the Pop Eye for free by playing games on your phone on Playbite!



Whether it s̓ the Pop Eye, the Planet Gummi, or the Eggs, Playbite works hard to

restock the fun candy to give away as prizes to users for playing games. Play now if

you want to win some for free!

📲 Get free Trolli for playing fun games
Join Playbite for free!

Get Free Trolli

Why are Trolli commercials so creepy?

Trolli has become synonymous with what some might call weird or disturbing ads.

The commercials embrace a creepy vibe, probably inspired by the fact that worms

crawling up to you might be off-putting.

However, the brand identity never takes it too far – it s̓ all in good fun! Theyʼve

simply embraced their vibe to be weird, and you can tell that s̓ the case by their

products like the Pop Eye!

Trolli and Xbox Game Pass

In 2021, Xbox announced a partnership with Trolli, which makes sense when you

recognize that the sour gummy worms are a very popular type of candy among

gamers. Xbox thought this was a very appealing feature in a partner and decided to
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work together to release co-branded candy that offered giveaways for a free month

of Xbox Game Pass Ultimate.

The packages were:

Halo Infinite on Sour Brite Crawlers

Sea of Thieves on Sour Brite Crawlers Very Berry

Psychonauts 2 on Sour Crunchy Crawlers

Destiny 2 on Sour Gummi Creations

The partnership has now ended, but if youʼre interested in winning free Xbox prizes

like an Xbox gift card – as well as free Trolli candy – you might want to check out

Playbite!

Playbite is like an arcade on your phone, where you can play all kinds of fun and

simple mobile games, earn points for playing, and redeem those points for prizes.

The Playbite prize features Xbox gift cards and Trolli candy, so you can get either

for free!

📲 Get free Trolli for playing fun games
Join Playbite for free!

Get Free Trolli

Diego Kafie

Diego Kafie is the CEO and co-founder of Playbite. Playbite is a

mobile arcade where users can play a wide variety of fun and simple

games, earn tickets for playing, and redeem those tickets for all kinds of fun

prizes!
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